
Hiding Arctic Methane Risk Can Not Realize Real Climate Salvation !!!.
In the keeping to warm Arctic seafloor,there are massive ice methane reservoir,

which is enough to burn Earth by fire storms attack by eruption of massive methane.

Thunberg absolutely wants you to listen to scientists, not just her, about climate change

https://trustmyscience.com/greta-thunberg-veut-que-vous-ecoutiez-scientifiques-et-pas-juste-elle/

However,Nothing Revealing the Decisive Fact on

Imminent Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk by the

Climate Scientists who had known the Deadly Fact !!!.

The Global Climate Movement is Failing: Why?

https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-global-climate-movement-is-failing-why/5690154

These too abstract discussion is mere revealing our ignorance on Arctic Methane Risk.

Recent days global climate actions by many org in the world had become massive,

However,you must note there are no joining remarkable heads of climate DOCTOR

scientists who had known the deadly climate facts than anyone else !!!.

Why not ???

Once they had found the deadly risk of Arctic Methane Catastrophe,when Arctic Ice Rid Declining had

become in POSITIVE FEEDBACK.That is,

ice melt by ocean warming→rise of solar heat input into ocean without ice lid

→more ice melt by ocean warming→

Certainly this vicious feedback never stop spontaneously,thereby,the climate scientists had become

desperate to have agreeded being silent with power politicians.

But this irresponsible and insidious decisive decision in secret room is entirely absurd !.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Now global warming as worsened climate change by massive CO2 emission has become

aware for everyone at now.While Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk has been now not well

known to general.Almost established media,but some conscience websites has been

warning.Certainly this is rather difficult field for amateur,so the hiding conspiracy has been

going on.However the only strong group in UK has been working on toward global warning

with engineering and policy planning.

https://trustmyscience.com/greta-thunberg-veut-que-vous-ecoutiez-scientifiques-et-pas-juste-elle/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-global-climate-movement-is-failing-why/5690154
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html


Now in order to stop extinction,it is not accusing oil industry or politicians
with moral debating,But rapid building concrete engineering in policy
making .Then there is possibility of Arctic Cooling Engineering by various ways.

❶Solar Heat Input Intercepting by CLOUDS MAKIN MACHINE.
Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,

produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for

modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be

replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is

ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

＊red characters are by author

Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo<from view of Cloud Making Machine>

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo

Consequently, over the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global

temperature of about 1F(0.6 degrees C).

How Artificially brightened cloud could stop climate change
https://metuhmacdonblog.com/2019/03/13/how-artificially-brightened-cloud-could-stop-clim

ate-change/

Salter calculates that a fleet of 300 of his autonomous ships could reduce global

temperatures by 1.5C.

Upward Floating Mechanism of Aerosol and Clouds Making Machine.
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MA

KING-MACHINE.pdf

This is problem of Cloud Making Machine(CMM) Launching Aerosol(CN)from Ocean .

Then natural Upward Floating Mechanism of CN is decisive in cloud generating efficiency.

One is well known wind turbulence diffusion observed in ordinal chimney smoke diffusion,

Another is weak Buoyancy Force(with cold sink flow)generated by magic CN’s absorbing
vapor gas in latent heat emission.Loss of{hot & light}vapor gas is to cause local air gas

colder and heavier toward sink current.After all,some of enough hotter CNs go upward to

become cloud droplet at condensation altitude. 2019/06/07,11,12,13
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❷Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

Another Drastic Method to Cool Arctic by Shutting Nares Strait Ocean Current.
This method needs Big Gate Building Engineering,however the effect would be drastic to

realize rapid Arctic Cooling to intercept the imminent deadly risk of Methane Catastrophe.

The engineering is building gate about(20km width with depth 150~300m).This is certainly

unprecedented outrageous engineering,but may be possible by global ability and fund.

It is doubling effect of stopping heat input into Arctic ocean now with annual heat debt

causing warmer Arctic by +4W/m2 to cool by-10W/m2 the annual debt repayment.

The last 10years heat debt can be repayed by 4 years short toward Arctic stabilizing.

❸Decisive Necessity of rapid Global Climate Wartime Regime Building.
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

In any cruel wars in the past,those never had perished mankind,But climate would have

done.Thus climate decay is more than any wars.Thereby it is evidently necessary to

establish rapid Global Climate Wartime Regime.

❹Rapid Launching Climate Engineering could Save the World !!
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf

<The Fact of Deadly Disabled Climate Policy in the Recent Years World >. 2019/7/21

Now it is clearly evident that climate had become more wild at here and there in the world.

As has been being debated in annual COPs by UN,actual effective climate policy is not so

simple only to reduce CO2.Then even this one plan had not realized even one time of

reduction year in the past.After all,even the highest priority task of evading global extinction,

the world has been doing nothing substantial effective action.

❺Emergency Production for Climate Wartime Weapons.
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf

In the beginning is urgent Global Declaration of Climate Wartime by AUTHORITY.
In past wars, beginning was to start weapon production,so this is the same in climate war.

Planning necessary Operations{A,B }are parallely also the same.
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